
MARCH OF TRASH 2022 DAILY CLUTTER CLEARING PROMPTS
Each day, find and clear a clutter item, either the daily item or one of the wild card items. 

A wild card can be used any number of times.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
WILD CARD

Something you
weren’t using
only because

you didn’t know
where it was

WILD CARD

Expired
medicine

1
Something in a
car, purse, or
traveling bag

2
Something that
in theory could
be reused (but

in practice,
that occasion

will never come)

3
Something that
no longer fits
your sense of

style

4
Shoes that are
probably too

small

WILD CARD
5
Something that
you don’t like

because it
reminds you of
the person you

got it from

6
Something that

blends in to
become nearly
invisible where

it is sitting

7
Something on a
windowsill or

other irregular
resting place

8
An expired

coupon or offer

WILD CARD
9
A pen that no
longer writes

10
Clothing with a
zipper that you

don’t quite
trust

11
A rubber band
more than 4

years old

WILD CARD
12
Something that

used to do
something but
now you don’t

know what that
was

13
A scrap of soap

too small to
hold

14
A bottle, nearly
empty and long

forgotten

WILD CARD
15
Something you
can sell for real

money

WILD CARD
16
Unlabeled food

17
Something that
you no longer

remember who
it belongs to or
where it came

from

18
A game or
puzzle that
hasn’t been

used in years

19
Something that
might work, but
you don’t know
how to test it

20
A cart with a

loose or missing
wheel

WILD CARD
21

A book with
pages missing

WILD CARD
22
Clothing that

doesn’t fit

23
Something that
was made much
larger than it
needs to be

24
Tape or

stickers, too
old to use

25
A warped or
scratched

phonograph
record

26
Something in

the wrong color

27
Foreign

currency

28
Something you
would not want
your children or
parents to know

about

WILD CARD
29
Something you
need to return

to its owner

30
A fire hazard

or poison

31
Something

stored on or
behind a door

WILD CARD

An ugly
decoration

WILD CARD

Something
covered in dust
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